
To: Mayor and City Council

From: Rachel Waldron
Parks and Recreation Director

Re: Contract Award for City of Dunwoody Parks and Recreation Signage

Date: March 25, 2024

Action

Approval of a contract with Signarama Roswell for design and installation of Parks and 
Recreation identification signs.  

Summary

In 2020, Hilton Displays was awarded the contract for Parks and Recreation signage. 
Staff have been unable to receive a response from the previous firm, and as such, contacted 
additional firms directly for pricing. Of those contacted, only two firms responded. Those quotes 
are listed below:

Signarama $125,601
Image Manufacturing Group $139,550
Hilton Displays No Response

Details

This contract includes monument signs at Brook Run Park, Donaldson-Bannister Farm, 
Wildcat Park, Homecoming Park, and Dunwoody Park & Nature Center; and pedestal signs at 
Donaldson-Bannister Farm and Waterford Park. Examples of each sign type can be found 
within the Cost Estimate. Funding for this project will be appropriated from the Parks and 
Recreation Operating budget. 

Recommendation

Staff respectfully requests that Council: (1) award a contract to Signarama Roswell for 
manufacturing and installation of Parks and Recreation signage, in the amount of $138,200 
which includes a 10% contingency (2) authorize Staff to provide funding for the contract; (3) 
authorize the City Manager to execute the necessary documents.
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Requested By: Rachel Waldron
Email: rachel.waldron@dunwoodyga.gov

Work Phone: (678) 382-6853
Tax ID: a

Salesperson: Erin Little
Email: erin@signarama-roswell.com

NO. Product Summary QTY UNIT PRICE UNIT PRICE AMOUNT

1 SIGN TYPE A - PARK ID Monument Sign 4 $19,995.75 $19,995.75 $79,983.00

SIGN TYPE A - PARK ID MONUMENT SIGNS :

-Total Qty (4)
-Double Sided Monument signs with Fabricated aluminum sign cans with dimensional and painted 
letters and fabricated aluminum posts installed into ground with concrete. Includes 24" routered HDU 
Dunwoody Logo emblems attached to both sides of fabricated post (No changeable boards included)
-Sign is fabricated to match according to provided specs and finished with provided paint colors.

-Stone base is Included - priced based on Elberton granite on the sides and 2" Flagstone caps

-All Installed

*Assumes there will be no existing monument removals/clean up required

*Assumes customer is handling all permitting, Sign Permitting is not included

Locations Included :
-Brook Run Park
-Donaldson Bannister Farm
-TBD on Roberts Drive
-TBD on Vermack Road

Bill To: City of Dunwoody
4800 Ashford Dunwoody Rd
Atlanta, GA 30338
US

Installed: City of Dunwoody
Dunwoody Park
Various Dunwoody Park
Locations, some TBD
Dunwoody, GA 30338
US

DESCRIPTION: Parks and Recreation Monument Signage Package

ESTIMATE
EST-11907

PO Number: 
Payment Terms: 50% down/Balance at Comp

The way to grow your business
Signarama Roswell
Signarama Roswell

795 Holcomb Bridge Road #D
Roswell, GA 30076
(770) 998-9126

Created Date: 1/16/2024
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SIGN TYPE A - PARK ID MONUMENT SIGNS :

-Total Qty (4)
-Double Sided Monument signs with Fabricated aluminum sign cans with dimensional and painted 
letters and fabricated aluminum posts installed into ground with concrete. Includes 24" routered HDU 
Dunwoody Logo emblems attached to both sides of fabricated post (No changeable boards included)
-Sign is fabricated to match according to provided specs and finished with provided paint colors.

-Stone base is Included - priced based on Elberton granite on the sides and 2" Flagstone caps

-All Installed

*Assumes there will be no existing monument removals/clean up required

*Assumes customer is handling all permitting, Sign Permitting is not included

Locations Included :
-Brook Run Park
-Donaldson Bannister Farm
-TBD on Roberts Drive
-TBD on Vermack Road

2 SIGN TYPE B1 - PARK ID Monument Sign 1 $20,907.00 $20,907.00 $20,907.00

SIGN TYPE B1 - PARK ID MONUMENT SIGN :

-Total Qty (1)
-Double Sided Monument sign with Fabricated aluminum sign cans with dimensional and painted letters 
and fabricated aluminum posts installed into ground with concrete. Includes 24" routered HDU 
Dunwoody Logo emblems attached to both sides of fabricated post, Includes additional 1" deep 
aluminum angle message board skinned with Steel to have changeable magnetic board
-Sign is fabricated to match according to provided specs and finished with provided paint colors.

-Stone base is Included - priced based on Elberton granite on the sides and 2" Flagstone caps

-All Installed

*Does not require any clean up or demo of damaged sign, sign was already removed on our site visit

*Assumes customer is handling all permitting, Sign Permitting is not included

Locations Included :
-Dunwoody Park & Nature Center

3 SIGN TYPE D1 - PARK ID Pedestal Sign 3 $8,237.00 $8,237.00 $24,711.00

SIGN TYPE D1 - PARK ID PEDESTAL SIGNS :

-Total Qty (3)
-Double Sided Single Post Pedestal style structures with dimensional and painted address numbers and 
single fabricated aluminum post installed into ground with concrete. Includes (2) different 24" routered 
HDU Dunwoody Logo emblems attached to both sides of fabricated post 
-Sign is fabricated to match according to provided specs and finished with provided paint colors.

-Stone base is Included - priced based on Elberton granite on the sides and 2" Flagstone caps

-All Installed

*Assumes there will be no existing monument removals/clean up required

*Assumes customer is handling all permitting, Sign Permitting is not included

Locations Included :
-Donaldson Bannister Farm - QTY 2
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-Waterford Park

Subtotal: $125,601.00

Taxes: $0.00

Grand Total: $125,601.00

Deposit Required: $62,800.50

50% deposit due with order.  Balance due at time of job completion.  Sign 
remains property of Signarama until balance is paid in full.

The pricing in this quote shall remain valid for 90 days. If an order is not placed 
within that time, prices are subject to change.

Get this for as little as $4408.6 per month.  Ask us for details.

Signature: Date:
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